
Importing and exporting with the ORCID plugin 
Once you’ve connected your USIR and ORCID accounts you’ll be able to export publication 

information from USIR to ORCID and vice versa. Out of the two, exporting from USIR to populate 

your ORCID profile is probably the most useful. The plugin guides you through each process, but if 

you’re struggling, here’s a quick guide: 

Importing from ORCID to USIR 
This is a feature that’s particularly useful for new members of staff who want to populate their USIR 

accounts with their publications, or for staff who have gaps in their USIR accounts that they’d like to 

fill. It operates in a similar way to the DOI import option in that it creates USIR records for 

publications and auto-populates some fields, but not all of them. 

Once you’ve imported your publications you’ll need to go in to each one and complete any 

mandatory fields that haven’t been filled, and if necessary deposit the author accepted manuscript 

for the publication. 

1. Login to USIR and click on “Manage deposits” 

2. Click “Import from orcid.org” and you’ll see something that looks like this 

 

3. Your publications on your ORCID profile will be listed here. Those that are already in USIR 

will be flagged, those that haven’t been found will be available to import. It’s worth 

manually checking this list for duplicates – the plugin uses the title and/or DOI to weed them 

out but slight differences/typos can sometimes lead to duplicates sneaking through. 

Deselect any publications that you don’t wish to import and then click on the “Import” 

button. 



4. You’ll see a message to confirm that your works have been successfully imported 

 

5. Click on “Manage deposits” and you’ll see the publications that you’ve just imported at the 

top of the list. These are still in your user workarea (like your drafts folder) so you’ll still have 

some work to do before you can deposit them 

6. Click on the magnifying glass next to each record, click the details tab and then click “Edit 

item”. You’ll then be able to work through depositing your output as normal, though you’ll 

notice that many of the fields have been populated for you. 

Exporting from USIR to ORCID 
While importing records from ORCID to USIR saves you some time on data entry, exporting records 

from USIR to ORCID requires no further work after the export has been completed. If you’ve just set 

up your ORCID account, this is a great way to get it populated quickly and easily. 

1. Login to USIR and click on “Manage deposits” 

2. Click “Export to orcid.org” and you’ll see a similar screen to the import from ORCID screen 

3. Select which publications you’d like to export. Do a quick check for duplicates – as above the 

plugin aims to flag any of these, but slight differences/typos do sometimes lead to duplicates 

sneaking through 

4. Click “Export” and you’ll then be given a confirmation message to let you know that’s 

worked 

5. Login to ORCID and check your publications list – the records you just exported from USIR 

should be in there now 


